This paper machine is one of the wide and high speed machines in the world. This machine has a lot of the newest equipments based on the newest paper making technologies in the world or Japan. and the automatic equipments. Our mill can efficiently produce and continuously supply the best quality newsprint to the press rooms of Kyushu area by this N 2 PM. This paper mentions about the outlines from the dryer part to reel part and the operating experience at these parts from start-up. As for the outlines, the configuration of this N 2 PM dryer is the top deck and single canvas dryer at the both of pre-dryer part and after-dryer part. And the calender is the soft-nip calender, because we can reduce the two-sidedness of paper, and produce good printability newsprint by this calender. The users already recognize the newsprint quality of N 2 PM is the best.
